
The public in general and film trade in particular are hereby informed that we, Ultra Media & Entertainment Private Limited are the sole and 

exclusive copyright owner of the dubbing rights in any and all Indian languages excluding South Indian languages i.e. Kannada, Telugu, Tamil 

and Malayalam languages only (“Permitted Language(s)”) of the 3 (three) cinematographic films as more particularly mentioned in the table 

below (hereinafter referred to as the “said Films”), for a period of perpetuity (“Term”) and for the territory of entire world including India 

(“Territory”). The assigned rights include without limitation the sole and exclusive right to dub the said Films in the Permitted Language(s) and 

all rights, title and interest in the dubbed versions of the said Films in the Permitted Language(s), including without limitation entire negative 

rights, copyrights, intellectual property rights and all exploitation rights including but not limited to all theatrical and non-theatrical rights, 

commercial and non-commercial rights, electronic media rights, all linear and non-linear rights through all broadcast formats and delivery 

platforms, Satellite Broadcasting Rights, Cable Rights, DTH Rights, IPTV rights, HITS, Pay Per View rights, EST (download to own and download to 

rent), Clipping and Clip Rights of songs/scenes in part or in full, All Video on Demand Rights including AVOD, FVOD, TVOD, SVOD, NVOD 

through all delivery platforms, Terrestrial Television Rights, Mobile, Digital and Electronic Rights, All video copyrights, Music Rights, Internet 

Rights, Dubbing Rights in all Indian languages (except South Indian languages i.e. Kannada Telugu, Tamil and Malayalam languages only), 

Subtitling Rights in all languages and Syndication Rights for all the assigned rights for the entire Term and Territory (“said Rights”).

PUBLIC NOTICE

STARCAST 
ARJUN SARJA, RADHIKA KUMARASWAMY, J. D. CHAKRAVARTHY,
K VISHWANATH, FAISAL KHAN & OTHERS

ARJUN SARJA, RADHIKA KUMARASWAMY, J. D. CHAKRAVARTHY, 
K VISHWANATH, FAISAL KHAN & OTHERS

ARJUN SARJA, RADHIKA KUMARASWAMY, J. D. CHAKRAVARTHY, 
K VISHWANATH, FAISAL KHAN & OTHERS

LANGUAGE

TELUGU

TAMIL

KANNADA

SAID FILMS

IDDARU

IRUVAR 
OPPANTHAM

CONTRACT
(now released as ‘OPPANDA’

S.No.

01.

02.

03.

Any person, firm and/or company interested in acquiring any of the said Rights of the said Films should directly deal with us only in this regard.

It is further informed and warned that any person/firm/company/party entering into any deal for acquiring any of the said Rights of the said Films, in 
any manner whatsoever with any other person/firm/company, other than us, would be clearly in infringement of our rights in the said Films. Any 
unauthorized usage/exploitation of the said Rights of the said Films, without our written permission/license/prior authorization, shall be treated as 
infringement of the rights in the said Films vested with us and we reserve the right to take appropriate legal actions for such unauthorized 
acquisition and/or exploitation.
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S. S. SAMEER

S. S. SAMEER

Place:  Mumbai     
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